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Abstract. This report is a study of three of the CORBA object services. Based
mainly upon [OMG 92, OMG94a, OMG94b], the study aims to identify the main
issues of the design and implementation architecture of the persistent, events, and
replication object services. The reseach was done with an emphasis upon
employing the services in a halfbridge and gateway CORBA implementation
which are the main goals of the TOCOOS project.

1 Introduction
1.1

The role of interoperability and services in CORBA

The ability of two or more objects, protocols, applications, or environments to exchange
information and mutually use resources despite differences in their design is called
interoperability. CORBA 1.2 ( [OMGa] ,[OMGb]) specifies the semantic of object services
and outlines the mechanisms of request invocation in order to make client calls to remote
servers transparent via Object Request Broker (ORB) [OMG93]. The document [OMG92]
suggests about 20 different object services (naming, event, replication, transaction, persistence,
etc.), that are intended to provide a standardized layer exporting the CORBA advanced
functionality, independed of the vendor and the underlying environment. The interfaces of the
object services are specified in Interface Description Language (IDL) that allows binding to

various underlying programming languages such as C++, Pascal, or Smalltalk. So far, only
a fraction of the object services has been fully specified: event services, lifecycle services
[OMG94a], events, and persistent services [OMG94b] to name the most of them.
The CORBA vendors come up with different communication and dispatching protocols what
makes interoperability among two or more CORBAs impossible without specialized
transformations. Looking for solutions to the CORBA interoperability, OMG Task Force
submitted the CORBA 2.0 [OMG94d] request for proposal, intending to add more
functionality to CORBA 1.2 that would help integrate multiple ORBs into larger hierarchies
and allow transparent access to CORBA object servers in cooperating systems. The new
CORBA architecture that comprises interoperability features is denoted CORBA 2.0 and
objects supported by CORBA 2.0 are called Universal Networked Objects (UNO).
To overcome the "standardization gap" of the CORBA networking layer, CORBA 2.0
specifies the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP). Even though the IIOP specification defines
a canonical request format and standardizes request dispatching, it still lacks sophisticated
security and runtime support [OMG94c].

1.2

Supporting interoperability by services

The interoperability in CORBA 2.0 is defined by several approaches. One of them is utilizing
the common IIOP protocol, which is considered as a low-level solution. Another, high-level
solution according to CORBA 2.0 [OMG94d], would be using request-level gateways, that
are constructed at the CORBA application level (above the layer of object services) to
transform client request from one CORBA format to another. Such gateways should be
designed in a such a way that allows for taking the advantage of the underlying object
services. That would reduce the amount of code needed for a gateway construction and
contribute to an improvement of the bridge code portability.
Out of the twenty above mentioned object services, there are four of them that are vital for
a gateway construction:
Lifecycle service support creating, deleting, copying and moving of the gateway. If the
gateway is overloaded, it could be copied and the copy would take over a portion of the
incoming requests.
Persistent object service ensure that the gateway will be triggered off from its previous state
by automatic storing of the relevant persistent objects at a stable (persistent) store. The state
of the gateway will be either checkpointed at well defined time events or automatically. That
would improve the gateway fault-tolerant capabilities.
Replication object service improve the throughput of an outgoing request by creating gateway
replicas. The number of replicas will vary in time as a function of request load. Thus, there
should be a possibility to span new replicas and merge the obsolete ones.

Event services allow for multicasting communication of separated gateways inside the same
CORBA. Different gateways can thus set up a shared communication channel through which
they may exchange relevant information such as location of remote servers.

1.3

The structure of the report

In Chapter 1, the relation of object services to inter-ORB gateway is showed. The reasons
why object services are important to the gateway construction are discussed. Chapter 2,
Metaservices, explains our view onto metaservices, comparing it to the Simmel’s concept of
Kala metaservice [Sim92]. Replication and the associated inherent problems, such as
maintaining replicas, locking, and keeping consistency, are outlined in Chapter 3. Push
model, pull model, and the concept of typed and untyped event channels is discussed in
Chapter 4. Persistence, as a key service for supporting the gateway construction, is discussed
in Chapter 5.

2 Metaservices

2.1

Kala approach

The concept of metaservice was introduced by Simmel in [Sim92]. The basic idea of
metaservices, as stated in [Sim92], is "instead of looking for the one-size-fits-all service, we
should look for one common way to express any variation of this service. This leads to the
idea of metaservices functionality that can be used to implement specific services."
In Simmel’s approach, metaservices are defined by the Kala abstractions: basket, monad, kin,
handle. Kala creates those abstractions upon hardware persistent storage devices such as disks
and, basically, implements manipulation with untyped data on the bases of bits and pointers..
The operations upon those abstraction are called metaservice primitives. In [OMG92a] Simmel
claims that Kala provides functionality enough to implement CORBA services. The Kala
functionality is in [OMG92a] for that purpose divided into two categories: access services and
visibility services. The first category, access services, is claimed to support object persistence,
object relationship, object events, and object recovery. The other category, visibility services,
claims to support object transactions, object sharing (concurrency control), object versioning
and configuration management, object access control and security, and object licensing.
All in all, [OMG92a] proposes Kala as the base to standardize primitives to express and
implement the semantics of object services, thus, at same time, providing a base for
standardizing on low-level interoperability.
There are several weak points of the Kala’s metaservices approach: the list of supported
object services does not include replication, and, moreover it does not provide means for low-

level implementation architecture change: for example, the there is a variety of techniques
know for implementing persistency; they include some low-level concepts like lazy or early
pointer swizzling. Another key issue is that in the future some other object services can be
defined and there is no guarantee the functionality of the Kala abstractions will be sufficient
to implement those new object services. Put simply, Kala seems to us too "persistenceoriented".

2.2

Generalized metaservices

On the other hand, we feel like it is meaningful to identify a common basis for specific kinds
of object services; this base should not be a subject of modification both when porting object
services implementation to a different hardware architecture, and when adjusting a particular
object service’s semantics. Such an adjusting or detailing is necessary as the object services’
semantics is in [OMG 94a,OMG94b] not fully defined, or, better put, it skips some very
important details (e.g. Persistent store manager, persistent store, fault tolerance in events, etc.).
Therefore, to reflect such a stable object services’ base, we provide a new concept of
generalized metaservices:
When a problem P is to be solved by running a particular software, we say that the
corresponding software architecture represents a model of the problem. Naturally, there exists
a number of models of P, usually having some common parts; similarly, there exists a number
of implementations of a particular model. Given a problem P, we understand generalized
metaservices (metaservices for short) as the software building blocks to be most likely present
in all potential models of P.
Supposing a model is a composition of modules, a module can correspond to a metaservice,
can be model specific or just implementation dependent. An implementation dependent
module can be called from a metaservice, from a model specific module, or from another
implementation dependent module. But a model specific module cannot be called from a
metaservice. A metaservice can be called from a model specific module or from a
metaservice. For simplicity, we assume metaservices cannot be nested.
By convention we expect a metaservice is to be specified as a module in IDL with one
interface. The methods of the interface are called metaservice primitives.

3 Replication
There can be different motivations for object replication. One can be performance
enhancement: Data that are shared between a large client community should not be held at
a single server, since this computer will act as a bottleneck that slows down responses.
Another motivation is improvement of fault tolerance. When the computer with one replica

crashes, system can proceed computation with another replica. Still another motivation is
using replicas to access remote object. When a remote object is to be accessed, a local replica
reflecting remote object’s state is created and used instead of the remote object.

3.1

Replication model

There are two distinct models of replication. Which model is adopted depends on what
motivation of replication is focused and other system issues. The first model can be denoted
as revealed or explicit replication. With this model, applications are free in creating replicas
and connecting them into an ensemble of replicas. The application is free in decision whether
access whole ensemble as single object or individual replicas. The ensemble has no ability
of creation or deletion of objects. The type of the whole ensemble is not based on types of
replicas but rather on the protocol for distribution of updates among replicas. The type of
individual replicas can vary.
The second model can be named as hidden replication. Objects created according this model
have ability of creation and deletion of replicas. Application cannot access individual replica;
whole replicated object is to be used instead. The fact of replication is as hidden from the
application as possible. The hidden replication model results in a more compact replicated
object with full control over creation and deletion of replicas. With such an organization, a
policy can be devised under which replicas are automatically created and deleted to meet
some general criteria e.g. to minimize system respond time.
Replicas of an ensemble implemented according the explicit model are more loosely coupled;
the ensemble has no control over replicas creation, deletion, placement, or their internal
implementation. Therefore, an application programmer is allowed to create replicas meeting
more closely his requirements.

3.2

Setting replication attribute

Any distributed system supporting replicated objects must implement a mechanism which
makes created object to be replicated. There are several ways to do it.

3.2.1

Static setting

The simplest case is to set the replication attribute statically during compilation time. This
requires to associate replication the attribute with classes rather than individual instance. The
most typical way to establish such an association is the usage of inheritance. Each instance
of a class implemented as replicable becomes replicable automatically during its
initialization.

3.2.2

Semidynamic setting

A variation on the approach described in 3.2.1 is to set statically only an ability of replication.
An object to be replicated must be an instance of a replication-aware class created e.g. by
employing inheritance, but the object becomes replicated after explicit activation of the
replication mechanism.

3.2.3

Dynamic setting

Dynamic setting of the replication attribute is the most general approach. With this approach,
no a priory knowledge about what object will be replicated is required at the compile-time;
any object can be converted into replicated implementation during run-time when desired.
Obviously, the run-time representation of the object must contain information comprehensive
enough to achieve such a level of generality. Specially, detailed information about types of
object’s data members and types and other characteristic (reader/writer property, data
members affected by given writer method ...) of object’s methods.

3.2.4

Our approach

In our implementation, we decided to implement the semidynamic approach (3.2.2). The static
approach (3.2.1) we have found too limiting, and, at the same time, the fully dynamical
approach (3.2.3) requires too detailed run-time information not available under most C++
compilers and CORBA implementations.

3.3

Creating and deleting replicas

During the life time of a replicated object, creating and deleting replicas are essential
operations to reflect external requirements. The way to create a new replica mainly depends
on what replication model has been adopted. With the explicit model, a replica is created as
a regular object and then connected to the replica ensemble of a replicated object. The
connection can be accomplished by assigning the ensemble name while the replication of the
object is set on or by passing the new replica reference as a parameter of a replicated object’s
method ’connect_new_replica’. With hidden model is a method ’create_new_replica’ provided
as a part of the standard replication control interface. This replicated object’s method will
create a new replica in a specified place (e.g. via a parameter of the method). With either
model, there are several issues discussed in next sections.

3.3.1

Naming

In both models of replication, the replicated object has two levels of abstraction: internally,
every replica is considered to be an object and therefore it should be named. On the other
hand, from the outside, the whole replicated object is understood as a single object having
single name.

When the replication support is an integral part of the system design, dealing with this bilevel naming creates no significant problem. But when implementing replication on the top
of an existing system which typically has only one level of object abstraction and naming,
the problem of assignment of separate internal and external names must be solved.
The following schemes can be proposed: When at most one replica is allowed per naming
domain (name scope), all the replicas can share the same name which serves at the same time
as the global name of the whole replicated object. Individual replicas are distinguished by
involving naming domains identifiers in this scheme. This solution is suitable for the
replication models where all replicas are considered to be equal; no replica is selected as the
master or coordinator.
When one replica is designed to be the master, a special dummy object bearing the global
replicated object name can be created. This object is used only for locating the master. After
the master is contacted, the dummy object is no longer needed. The dummy object separated
from the master is needed because different replicas can become to be the master during the
life time of a replicated object and the underlaying system does not necessarily have to allow
changing the name of a replica and also e.g. broadcasting the awareness of the change to
other replicas may be a problem.

3.3.2

Initialization

When a new replica is connected to a replicated object, the replica’s state must be initialized
so that it is consistent with the state of the remaining replicas. When the consistency among
replicas is maintained with the state change propagation mechanism (see 3.5.2), the same
mechanism can be employed in initialization of new replicas.
An alternative approach has to be used for operation propagation (3.5.1). Typically, a form
of linearization of the object state is used. This mechanism can be shared with persistency and
transaction control implementation.

3.3.3

Maintaining list of replicas

For updating replicas, keeping their consistency and other activities, it is necessary to
maintain a list of the replicas which is the ensemble currently consisting of. In models
having one master replica, the replica list is typically maintained at the master replica. In case
of failure, there should be available another copy of this list as the only way to recover it is
to use a message broadcast which can be unacceptable in wide area networks.
Another approach is to distribute the replica list among replicas. In such an implementation,
each replica contains references to a fixed number of its neighbors. Again, the recovery of
the list can be complicated when corrupted by a failure.
To make replicated object fault tolerant, the replica list should be held on every replica. Thus,
if the master is lost any replica can easily replace it. To make the failure recovery more

effective, the replica list can be cached on proxies created when binding a replicated object.
With this approach, the problem of updating replica lists held on proxies must be solved.

3.4

Scope of replicas

Another important system decision is where can be replicas distributed. This section analyses
the problem.

3.4.1

One address space

All replicas are forced to share the same address space. This can be meaningful only when
different replica implementations within one ensemble are allowed. With such an organization,
an operation can be performed on the replica where the operation is performed most
effectively. When all replicas are implemented in the same way or no information about
properties of implementation alternatives is available, it makes no sense to maintain more than
one replica within one address space.
3.4.2

Single server implementation

This allows replicas to be distributed over many instances of the same server. The advantage
of this variant is that all the information about possible replica behavior is known to the
programmer at the application design time.
3.4.3

Multiple server implementations

No restriction is imposed on where replicas can be placed as long as they obey protocols for
replica updating and keeping consistency.

3.5

Updating (state change propagation)

When implementing replicated object the basic task is to propagate updates made on one
replica to the remaining ones. This can be accomplished in two different ways.
This section deals with the problem of performing one operation on whole ensemble of
replicas. The problem of consistent invocation of a operation sequence on the ensemble is
covered in Sect. 3.6.

3.5.1

Operation propagation

With this approach, operation calls performed on one replica are propagated to the remaining
ensemble members. In other words, every operation is performed on all the replicas. More
formally, consider the following invocation of a method op on the replicated object obj:
obj.op(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
To propagate the invocation, the (n+1)-tuple <op, x1, x2, . . . , xn> must be distributed among
replicas. This is trivial if the parameters x1, x2, . . . , xn are data (integers, arrays, structures
. . .), but some difficulties arise if the parameters are objects (object references). First, it must
be ensured that the object references are valid in all the address spaces where the replicas are
located. How difficult it is to overcome this problem depends mainly on system’s strategy of
remote object usage. When, for instance, remote object can be freely bound using proxy
mechanism this problem is not hard one.
Another problem with object reference parameter (xobj) is more fundamental one: In the
distributed environment, it cannot be guaranteed synchronous invocation of the operation on
all replicas. Therefore the state of the object xobj can be changed during the invocation
distribution. If such a change is not prevented it can possibly lead to inconsistencies among
replicas. This effect can be prevented by locking the object xobj or by making snapshot of
its state and using this snapshot in the operation op instead of the object xobj itself. Both
these solutions suffer from the same problem.
In a general case the lock/snapshot operation should be recurrently applied on the whole
transitive closure of the xobj’s dependent objects. On the other hand, in a special case, there
is a certain generally indeterminable level of objects in the transitive closure the state of
which the operation op depends on. This level can be relatively shallow, possibly, the
operation op does not depend on the object xobj’s state at all. Therefore the general
lock/snapshot operation performed on the whole transitive closure can be unacceptably costly
in comparison with what depth is really needed.
3.5.2

State change propagation

The other known approach is to propagate information about the state change caused by an
operation call rather than the operation itself. In a naive straightforward implementation, the
whole state is propagated after every update. This is unacceptable for large object. A more
sophisticated implementation distributes only the difference from the previous state.

3.5.3

Our approach

The both approaches (3.5.1, 3.5.2) have their own advantages and disadvantages. The main
advantage of operation propagation is that a distributed system usually support remote
operation invocation as its elementary service. Therefore an implementation of operation
distribution is quite straightforward. Disadvantages of operation propagation was discussed
in Sect. 3.5.1.

The problems inherent to operation propagation do not arise in state change approach. On the
other hand, an implementation is more complicated because to make it effective, a special
state change propagation protocol must be designed for each distributed class.
Former discussion implies that employing just one of the approaches is not practically
sufficient. Therefore, both of them should be implemented and let the application programmer
to choose appropriate one. Such a choice can be made either on per class or per method
base. We have adopted the per method choice, as it allows for greater amount of flexibility
without any significant system design complication.

3.6

Keeping consistency

The previous section (3.5) deals with the problem of propagating the change made on a
replica to the rest of the ensemble. Because invocations on replicas are performed basically
synchronously, the problem of consistency [Mul94, CDK94] must be solved. In general, two
conditions have to be met in order to keep replicas’ states consistent. Let s be the set of
requests processed by a replicated object:
- The set of requests s must be totally ordered. In other words, updates must be performed
on all the replicas ensemble in the same order. Thus, the set of requests is considered to
be a sequence.
- The sequence of requests s must be causally ordered. When the two requests comes from
the same processor, their causal order is expected to be equal to their instruction flow
order. Two requests originating from different processors are causally orderer iff one is
sent as result of the fact that the other has been sent. Note, that the total ordering does not
imply the causal ordering.
These requirements can be relaxed in some circumstances. The most important relaxation is
allowing read requests to be processed in any order. Some requests have the special property
that result of their sequential invocation does not depend on any particular order. Such
requests are called commutable.

3.6.1

Centralized locking

The simplest method to achieve consistency for replicated object with master replica is
centralized locking [IBM93a, IBM93b]. Nothing special is required for reading methods with
this approach. Such an invocation is simply passed to a replica. On the other hand, write
methods must use locking. On the beginning of a writing method the lock operation must be
performed. The lock call contacts the master replica to get permission. When the master has
already locked the replicated object, the next lock operation fails. Symmetrically, at the end
of a write method lock should be released by the unlock call. At this point, the operation is
propagated accordingly to the section 3.5. The unlock operation must block until all replicas
are updated otherwise proper ordering could be violated.

3.6.2

Logical clock

The previous section (3.6.1) described an approach assuming one centralized authority is used
to ensure proper invocation ordering. There are alternatives that do not require such a
centralized authority. In these purely distributed schemes, proper ordering can be ensured by
explicit assigning unique identifier to requests. Replicas then process requests accordingly to
the order defined by the identifiers.
With such a scheme, an essential concept is stability. A request is said to be stable at the
given replica when no request with lower identifier can be subsequently delivered to the
replica. The consistency requirement can be formulated more specifically by using the concept
of stability: A replica next processes the stable request with smallest identifier.
Two separate problems have to be solved in order to implement this scheme: First,
system-wide unique identifiers conformed to causal ordering must be assigned in a distributed
way. This can be accomplished using logical clock. The logical clock [Mul94] is a counter
maintained on each computer which is incremented with every outgoing request. The value
of the counter is added to every request as a timestamp. When a request is received at a
processor the value of its logical clock is adjusted so that it is at least greater by one then the
request’s timestamp. This adjustment ensures timestamps to be causally ordered. In order to
make the timestamps unique, a processor identifier is appended as the lowest order bits to
every timestamp.
The other problem is to implement stability test on the basis of defined timestamps. The main
difficulty is that requests can be delayed for an arbitrary length of time without being
considered faulty. To overcome this difficulty additional assumptions have to be adopted:
- FIFO Channels. Messages between a pair of processors are delivered in the order sent.
This can be easily ensured by attaching sequence numbers to the messages between every
pair of processors.
- Failure Detection Assumption. A processor p detects that a processor q failed only after
p has received q’s last message sent to p.
With these assumptions, the stability test is performed as follows: Every client periodically
makes some - possibly null - requests to the replicated object. A request is stable at replica
r if a request with larger timestamp has been received by r from every client running on a
non-faulty processor.

3.7

Exceptional state handling

Real-world distributed systems consist of components which are inevitably faulty. One of the
purposes to use replicated object is fault tolerance improvement. This requires the
implementation of replicated objects to be able to recover after component fault as
transparently as possible. There are several critical issues of achieving fault tolerance:

-

partitioning
reelecting master after crash
distinguishing master crash from partitioning
terminating transaction after client’s crash
continuing transaction after master’s crash
rebinding after replica’s crash

3.8

Replication vs. persistency

When implemented replication and persistency at the same time, these two mechanisms can
interfere with each other. With a straightforward mechanism, the persistent attribute is
assigned to every replica independently and therefore all replicas are stored to the persistent
store. In other words, the state of a replicated object is stored in persistent store many times
although once would be sufficient.
The cooperation of replication and persistency must be handled as a separated issue. When
a persistent object is implemented with one master replica, internally, only the master can be
assigned with the persistent attribute in order to make the whole replicated object persistent.
When all replicas are considered to be equal, a protocol must be implemented to make
distributed agreement among replicas about what replica should be stored to the persistent
store.

3.8.1

Using replication to implement persistency

There is a way to employ replication to implement persistency. Such an implementation of
persistency can be easy and previously (3.8) described interference problem of replication and
persistency does not arise. The idea is simple: build a long-living server as an abstraction of
a persistent memory presumably disk space. If an object is to be persistent simply one replica
is created in such a server.
3.8.2

Using common features

Both replication and persistency have common features which can be employed even if
replication and persistency are implemented separately. Both replication and persistency
requires an object’s ability to linearize its state and store it as a sequence of bytes and restore
another object’s state later according to the previously stored information.
Another common set of services is implementation of transactions. In the case of replication
it is required for keeping consistency among replicase. In the case of replication to keep the
permanent storage image of an object consistent.

3.9

Proposed implementation

This section describes which of the approaches described so far in the Chapter 3, we have
decided to use in our implementation. We have chosen the explicit model of replication (3.1)
as this decision matches with the general philosophy of CORBA. Replication attribute will
be set on the semidynamic basis as described in 3.2.4. Both the operation propagation and the
state change propagation approaches will be implemented (3.5.3). Keeping consistency will
be based on the centralized locking approach (3.6.1).
The first proposal of the replicated object interface is as follows:

interface Replicated_object
{
void connect_new_replica(in Replicated_object ensemble);
void disconnect();
void get_state(out sequece<octet> buffer, out long size);
void update_state(in short upd_id, in sequence<octet> buffer, in long size);
const short UPDATE_ALL_STATE=0;
void
void
void
void

lock();
unlock_abort();
unlock_propagete_val(in short upd_id, in sequence<octet> buffer, in long size);
unlock_propagate_op();

void notify(short nf_id, any data);
}

Every replica must inherit the Replicated_object interface. The replica becomes a part of an
ensemble by calling connect_new_replica on the ensemble (on any replica which belongs the
the ansable). This call also sets the replication mechanism on. The replication mechanism is
set off and the replica is disconnected from the ensemble by calling disconnect.
Every descendant class must define the methods get_state and update_state. The method
get_state should encode all the object s state into a sequence of bytes. The method
update_state updates the object state according to the contents of the buffer. The way to do
it is determined by the parameter upd_id. Only one value for this parameter is defined by the
constant UPDATE_ALL_STATE. This constant is used when the contents of the buffer have
been generated by the get_state method. Alternatives to the approach, e.g. defining a
particular constant associated with each of the methods, can be defined in descendant classes.
Every “writer”.method must start with the lock call and must be terminated with one of the
unlock_... methods. The unlock_abort method should be used when no updates are required;
the programmer is responsible for restoring the previous state. The unlock_propagate_val
method can be used when the state change propagation (3.5.2) is to be performed. This call

leads to invocation of the update_state method on all the replicas in the same ensemble. The
unlock_propagate_op() is an implementation of operation propagation (3.5.1). This call leads
to invocation of the proper method on all the replicas in the same ensemble.
The method notify is used to inform replicas about exceptional states, e.g. an replica with lost
connection. The notification codes will be specified in the future. This interface proposal can
be subject to a change.

3.10 Metaservices designed to support implementation
In the implementation, the following metaservices are expected to be used: The replica
identification metaservice. This metaservice is intended to overcome the naming problem as
described in Sect. 3.3.1 in a way independent of the underlaying system. In addition, the
replica finding metaservice will be used to identify the most suitable replica the client is to
be bound to. Finally, the network failure detection metaservice will be used to detect network
failures and to classify them in a system independent way.

4 Events

4.1

Basic principles & concepts

Event service is one of the object services built upon CORBA distributed objects
environment. Event service does not require any CORBA extensions. Basically, event service
is designed for two purposes. The first purpose is to send information about an event without
interest in receiver’s identity. The second is reverse situation: receiving information without
an interest in the sender’s identity. For example, if a document has been changed, it is useful
to inform the make system about this change. The make system is not interested who has
changed the document, but all dependent documents must be recompiled.
The event service defines two kinds of objects: the supplier and the consumer. Suppliers
produce event data and consumers process event data. Event data are transferred from
suppliers to consumers using standard CORBA requests.
There are two approaches to initiate event communication (communication for short). The
"push" model allows a supplier to send event data to a consumer. The "pull" model allows
a consumer to request event data from a supplier. The pull model can use both the blocking
and non-blocking communication methods.
The communication can be generic or typed. In the generic communication, only single
untyped parameter can be transferred. Suppliers and consumers must "marshal" and

"unmarshal" event data before send and after receive. In the typed communication, a new IDL
interface is defined and event data are passed as arguments of functions.
Event channel is an object allowing multiple suppliers to communicate with multiple
consumers. The event channel acts as the supplier and consumer simultaneously. An event
channel can support generic or typed communication. A supplier or a consumer communicates
with the channel using push or pop strategy. Event channels are standard CORBA objects and
all communication is done by using standard requests.

4.1.1

Push model

In the push model, suppliers push event data to consumers. This is done by invoking push
operation on the PushConsumer interface. To establish push style communication, the
consumer must send the PushConsumer interface reference to a supplier. This interface
defines operation push, which can be used to transfer untyped event data, and the operation
disconnect, which allows to break the communication. The supplier can send the PushSupplier
interface reference to the consumer. This interface defines only the disconnect operation. If
a supplier does not send the PushSupplier interface reference to a consumer, the consumer
cannot break the communication.

4.1.2

Pull model

In the pull model, consumers pull event data from suppliers. This is done by invoking pull
or try_pull operations on the PullSupplier interface. To establish pull style communication,
the supplier must send the PullSupplier interface reference to a consumer. This interface
defines operations pull and try_pull, which can be used to obtain untyped event data, and
operation disconnect, which allows for breaking the communication. The operation pull blocks
the consumer if no event data are ready. The operation try_pull returns boolean flag
has_events, and eventually the data. The consumer can send the PullConsumer interface
reference to the supplier. This interface defines only the disconnect operation. If a consumer
does not send the PullConsumer interface reference to a supplier, the supplier cannot break
the communication.

4.1.3

Event Channel

Event channel is a service that intermediate event data transfer among suppliers and
consumers. The event channel communicates with suppliers as it was a "proxy_consumer" and
with consumers as it was a "proxy_supplier". In every relation, push style or pop style
communication can be used. The event channel provides asynchronous communication; it does

not need to supply event data to its consumers at the same time when it consumes data from
its suppliers.

Event channels are created with no connection to any suppliers or consumers. They define
interfaces to create proxy suppliers and proxy consumers. There are two steps to establish
communication through an event channel: The first step is to obtain a proxy consumer or
proxy supplier. The second step is to connect with the corresponding proxy. Two step
connection process is useful if an application needs to connect two or more event channels
together. The application can obtain proxy consumer interface from one event channel, proxy
supplier interface from second event channel, and connect these proxy interfaces.

The basic concept of the event channel is schematically illustrated on Fig.4.1.

The figure illustrates an event channel, which is connected with one supplier, and two
consumers. In all three connections, the push communication model is employed. If the
supplier wants to send an event (event data flow is represented by arrows), it invokes the push
method on the proxy_push_consumer interface. This interface is a part of the event channel
object. The event channel now invokes the push method on push_consumer interfaces of all
connected consumers. Note that push_supplier and proxy_push_supplier interfaces defines
only the disconnect method, and thus they play no role in event delivery process.

4.2

Potential enhancements to event channel concept

OMG specification defines only the basic set of interfaces; the semantics of methods on those
interfaces is specified only partially. To satisfy specific application requirements, the basic
channel concept must be enhanced in many ways. Next paragraphs show some potential
enhancements to the event channel specification.

4.2.1

Setting the semantics of delivery

Some event channel implementations can support only one specific event delivery semantics.
For example, the channel can deliver event data at least once to every connected consumer,
with no event history (this means that event data are delivered only to consumers, which are
connected at the time of the event delivery, and they are not delivered to consumers
connected later).
If the event channel supports a more complex delivery semantics (for example event history),
there can be a need of runtime setting of some parameters, e.g. lifetime of events. If the
channel supports event history, suppliers can be interested in event lifetime setting. Thus,
event channel must provide a method to control delivery semantics. One possible solution is
to define additional methods on appropriate proxy interfaces. Another approach can allows
for controlling the channel by optional control fields in event data structure. In principle, the
specific form of the event channel control is left on the application programmer.

4.2.2

Persistent event channel

For some applications, one can find it useful to make the event channel persistent. In this
case, event data will survive system crashes, and the event channel will exist even if none of
its clients is running. An event channel is a standard CORBA object, and thus it can be made
persistent using CORBA object persistency service.

4.3
4.3.1

Detailed description of services
push_supplier

interface PushSupplier
{
void disconnect_push_supplier();
};

The PushSupplier interface is inherited by the supplier, which uses the push model of
communication. The supplier can send the PushSupplier interface reference to the consumer,
allowing it to break the communication by using the disconnect_push_supplier method.

4.3.2

push_consumer

interface PushConsumer
{
void push(in any data) raises(Disconnected);
void disconnect_push_consumer();
};

The PushConsumer interface is inherited by the consumer, which uses the push model of
communication. The supplier invokes push method on the PushConsumer interface, and
generic event data are passed as argument to this invocation. In addition, the PushConsumer
interface defines method disconnect_push_supplier, which allows the supplier to break the
communication.

4.3.3

pull_supplier

interface PullSupplier
{
any pull() raises(Disconnected);
any try_pull (out boolean has_event) raises(Disconnected);
void disconnect_pull_supplier();
};

The PullSupplier interface is inherited by the supplier, which uses the pull model of
communication. The consumer invokes pull or try_pull method on the PullSupplier interface,
and generic event data are passed as return value of this invocation. In addition, the
PullSupplier interface defines method disconnect_pull_supplier, which allows the consumer
to break the communication. If event data are not available, the pull method will block the
consumer. The try_pull method allows the consumer to detect presence of event data by using
boolean return value has_event.

4.3.4

pull_consumer

interface PullConsumer
{
void disconnect_pull_consumer;
};

The PullConsumer interface is inherited by the consumer, which uses the pull model of
communication. The consumer can send the PushConsumer interface reference to the supplier,
allowing it to break the communication.

4.3.5

event_channel

interface EventChannel
{
ConsumerAdmin for_consumers();

SupplierAdmin for_suppliers();
void destroy();
}

The EventChannel interface is the basic interface of the newly created event channel. It
provides methods for adding consumers and suppliers, and finally for destroying the channel.
By invoking for_consumers method, the client obtains reference to the ConsumerAdmin
interface. This reference can be passed to application, which wants to connect a number of
consumers; however it is not permitted to connect any supplier. Similarly, by invoking
for_suppliers method, the client obtains reference to the SupplierAdmin interface. This
reference can be passed to the application, which wants to connect a number of suppliers,
however it is not permitted to connect any consumer.

4.3.6

supplier_admin

interface SupplierAdmin
{
ProxyPushConsumer obtain_push_consumer();
ProxyPullConsumer obtain_pull_consumer();
}

The application, which possess the reference to the SupplierAdmin interface can obtain push
or pull proxy consumers and thus connect new suppliers to the event channel.

4.3.7

consumer_admin

interface ConsumerAdmin
{
ProxyPushSupplier obtain_push_supplier();
ProxyPullSupplier obtain_pull_supplier();
}

An application, which passes the reference to the ConsumerAdmin interface can obtain push
or pull proxy suppliers and thus connect new consumers to the event channel.

4.3.8

proxy_push_supplier

interface ProxyPushSupplier: EventComm:: PushSupplier
{
void connect_push_consumer(in EventComm::PushConsumer push_consumer)
raises(AlreadyConnected);
}

The interface ProxyPushSupplier inherits from the interface PushSupplier. The additional
method connect_push_consumer provides the associated event channel with the reference to
the PushConsumer interface, allowing the channel to push event data to the consumer.

4.3.9

proxy_push_consumer

interface ProxyPushConsumer: EventComm:: PushConsumer
{
void connect_push_supplier(in EventComm::PushSupplier push_supplier)
raises(AlreadyConnected);
}

The interface ProxyPushConsumer inherits from the interface PushConsumer. The additional
method connect_push_supplier provides the associated event channel with the reference to the
PushSupplier interface, allowing the channel to break the communication.

4.3.10 proxy_pull_supplier
interface ProxyPullSupplier: EventComm:: PullSupplier
{
void connect_pull_consumer(in EventComm::PullConsumer pull_consumer)
raises(AlreadyConnected);
}

The interface ProxyPullSupplier inherits from the interface PullSupplier. The additional
method connect_pull_consumer provides the associated event channel with the reference to
the PullConsumer interface, allowing the channel to break the communication.

4.3.11 proxy_pull_consumer
interface ProxyPullConsumer: EventComm:: PullConsumer
{
void connect_pull_supplier(in EventComm::PullSupplier pull_supplier)
raises(AlreadyConnected);
}

The interface ProxyPullConsumer inherits from the interface PullConsumer. The additional
method connect_pull_supplier provides the associated event channel with the reference to the
PullSupplier interface, allowing the channel to pull event data from the supplier.

4.4

An example of event service4

--- file supplier.idl --#include "events.idl"

interface Supplier: CosEventComm::PushSupplier {
readonly attribute short value;
void change_data( in short new_value );
};

--- file supp_i.h --#include "supplier.hh"
class PushSupplier_i : public SupplierBOAImpl {
EventChannelRef event_channel;
SupplierAdminRef supplier_admin;
ProxyPushConsumerRef proxy_push_consumer;
short value;
public:
PushSupplier_i( char* hostname );
~PushSupplier_i( );
virtual short value( CORBA::Environment &env );
virtual void disconnect_push_supplier( CORBA::Environment &env );
virtual void change( short new_value, CORBA::Environment &env );
};

--- file supp_i.cc --// For readability, exception handling is omitted from this code
#include "supp_i.h"
PushSupplier_i::PushSupplier_i( char* hostname )
{
event_channel = EventChannel::_bind( "", hostname, IT_X );
supplier_admin = event_channel->for_suppliers( IT_X );
proxy_push_consumer = supplier_admin->obtain_push_consumer( IT_X );
proxy_push_consumer->connect_push_supplier( this );
value = 0;
}
PushSupplier_i::~PushSupplier_i( )
{
// Here we will release all objects (proxy_push_consumer ...)
}

short PushSupplier_i::value( CORBA::Environment &env )
{
return value;
}
void PushSupplier_i::disconnect_push_supplier( CORBA::Environment &env )
{
// Here we will do something when we are disconnected from event channel
}
void PushSupplier_i::change( short new_value, CORBA::Environment &env )
{
// Here we will send notification event to all consumers
value = new_value;
// notification_data is struct any filled with message informing about
// change on value
proxy_push_consumer->push( notification_data );
}

--- file consumer.idl --#include "events.idl"
interface Consumer: CosEventComm::PushConsumer {
};

--- file cons_i.h --#include "consumer.hh"
class PushConsumer_i : public ConsumerBOAImpl {
EventChannelRef event_channel;
ConsumerAdminRef consumer_admin;
ProxyPushSupplierRef proxy_push_supplier;
public:
PushConsumer_i( char* hostname );
~PushConsumer_i( );
virtual void push( CORBA::any &data, CORBA::Environment &env );
virtual void disconnect_push_consumer( CORBA::Environment &env );
};

--- file cons_i.cc --// For readability, exception handling is omitted from this code
#include "cons_i.h"

PushConsumer_i::PushConsumer_i( char* hostname )
{
event_channel = EventChannel::_bind( "", hostname, IT_X );
consumer_admin = event_channel->for_consumers( IT_X );
proxy_push_supplier = consumer_admin->obtain_push_supplier( IT_X );
proxy_push_supplier->connect_push_consumer( this );
}
PushConsumer_i::~PushSupplier_i( )
{
// Here we will release all objects (proxy_push_supplier ...)
}
void PushConsumer_i::disconnect_push_consumer( CORBA::Environment &env )
{
// Here we will do something when we are disconnected from event channel
}
void PushConsumer_i::push( CORBA::any &data, CORBA::Environment &env )
{
if (’Value has changed’) {
//Do something with changed value (for example get new value from
supplier)
// ....
}
}

4.5

Typed Event Communication - basic ideas and concepts

Typed event communication is an enhancement to the previously described generic (untyped)
event communication. It allows to define IDL interface for event types, and, consequently,
to react on an event by calling an operation on the associated interface.

4.5.1

Typed push model

In the push style typed event communication, both supplier and consumer must support a
mutually agreed interface <I>. The interface <I> may contain any operation with the
following restriction:
- all parameters must be of the mode "in"
- no return values are permitted (return value must be of void type)

To establish push style typed communication, each consumer must send the
TypedPushConsumer interface reference to its supplier. This interface defines the operation
get_typed_consumer, which can be used to obtain the reference to the interface <I>, and the
operation disconnect, which allows for breaking the communication. Once the supplier has
the reference to the interface <I>, it can invoke operations on the interface <I>. The supplier
can send the PushSupplier interface reference to the consumer. This interface only defines the
disconnect operation. If the supplier does not send PushSupplier interface to a consumer, the
consumer cannot break the communication.

4.5.2

Typed pull model

In the typed pull model, the interface <I> can be converted to interface Pull<I> by using the
following scheme:

For every operation in the <I> interface, the interface Pull<I> contains two operations:
- pull_o, with all "in" parameters converted to "out" parameters. When the operation is
called, it returns event data in its "out" parameters. If the data are not available,
consumer’s thread blocks.
- try_pull_o, with all "in" parameters changed to "out" parameters.
To establish pull style typed communication, the supplier must send the TypedPullSupplier
interface reference to a consumer. This interface defines the operation get_typed_supplier,
which can be used to obtain the reference to the interface Pull<I>, and operation disconnect,
which allows to break the communication. The operations pull... block the consumer if event
data are not ready. The operations try_pull... return boolean flag has_events, and eventually
the data. The consumer can send the PullConsumer interface reference to the supplier. This
interface only defines the disconnect operation. If a consumer does not send the PullConsumer
interface to a supplier, the supplier cannot break the communication.

4.5.3

Typed event channel

In principle, typed event channel provides the same services as the untyped channel. It allows
multiple suppliers to communicate with multiple consumers.

4.6

Comparing untyped and typed models

Typed event communication can be interpreted as a small extension to the untyped one. In
the untyped model, the application programmer is forced to define his own semantics of the
event data structure. He can marshal information into the event structure while the supplier
is preparing data to be sent, and unmarshal event structures immediately after receiving them.
In the typed model, the programmer can define an IDL interface, and the CORBA system will
marshal and unmarshal data automatically. There are no other differences between the typed
and the untyped model of the event communication.

4.7

Implementing untyped model

The most important part of event service implementation is the event channel implementation.
OMG documents do not suggest any specific form of the event channel implementation.
Basically, an event channel must distribute event data between suppliers and consumers, but
semantics of delivery and quality of service is left up to the individual implementation of the
event channel. For example, an event channel can distribute events only between suppliers
and consumers, which are simultaneously connected to the event channel. Another event
channel implementation can accumulate all event data (store the event history) and deliver all
the accumulated data to a newly connected consumer.
In our approach, the event channel has at least one delivery semantics and no event data
accumulation. If an application requests another event channel semantics, the proposed
implementation can be extended.
The implementation constructs an event channel from the set of objects (Fig. 4.2).

The kernel object implements the central administration unit of the channel and it is
connected with a number of proxy objects. The kernel object contains the lists of connected
suppliers and consumers and it communicates with all proxy objects. A proxy object is
connected with an individual supplier or consumer. There are four proxy object types, one for
each of the four types of communication (push/pull, consumer/supplier).
Due to the event interface being rather low-level and very generic, all the functionality will
be implemented in a form of a single module. The interface of this module, compliant with
[OMG94a], represents the event metaservice.

5 Persistence

5.1

The key issues of the persistent service

We will start this section by defining several important concepts used here:
persistent object - an object, the lifetime of which can exceed the lifetime of the
application it is used in.
persistent state (of a persistent object) - the tuple of values corresponding to the object’s
attributes. Certain object attributes, usually with a very limited lifetime, can be
considered auxiliary; their values may not be embodied in the object’s persistent state.
dependencies (of a persistent object PO) - the set of all the objects targeted by an reference
attribute of PO.
transitive closure of dependencies (of a persistent object PO) - the set of all objects
reachable from PO via reference attributes transitively over all nested dependencies;; this
is an analogy of the "deep copy" concept. Sometimes, we find it useful to limit the
depth of nesting to a maximum n; we call a subset of the transitive closure defined by
this limit n-th level dependencies PO.
5.1.2

Determining object persistence

5.1.2.1 Static
At the compilation time, some of the application objects are statically denoted as being
persistent, typically by inheriting from a persistent base class. Such objects will hold their
persistent property forever within the time scope the application and there is no way they can
cease being persistent at runtime.

This approach is relatively easy to implement. However, the necessity to set the object
persistent property statically and impossibility to give it up later is not very convenient for
a user. Thus, this black-or-white approach is not desirable.

5.1.2.2 Semidynamic
This approach is a modification of the static approach with a runtime enhancement: statically
denoted objects can choose to dynamically turn the persistent property on and off. This
provides the user with the runtime ability to decide about the object persistence. Yet this
control is limited to those classes of objects which have been statically preselected by
inheriting from the persistent object base class; again, this forces the user to take early
decisions.

5.1.2.3 Dynamic
This highly desirable approach, which is suggested by the CORBA specification of persistent
service [OMG94b] and implemented for example in Eiffel, allows the user to decide
dynamically on the persistent feature of all objects (denoted as orthogonal persistence).
Objects can turn their persistent feature on and off an arbitrary number of times within the
lifetime of the application.

5.1.3

Creating a persistent object

In this paragraph, we analyze the process of creating a persistent object, the persistent
property of which is turned on at the time of its creation.
5.1.3.1 Static object
A static persistent object is always created via a static constructor call. The constructor
contains a piece of code that performs the act of persistent object creation. The drawback of
the static creation is that the control of the destructor call is very limited, if impossible.
Another problem arises with static persistent objects global in scope. The constructor of such
an object is called before the main () function of the program starts; in this case the persistent
service module might not necessarily be properly initialized
5.1.3.2 Dynamic object
In the case of dynamic object creation, there seem to be two philosophically different
approaches: either all intelligence of the persistent object creation is hidden inside the
constructor body, resp. inside all the constructors of the corresponding class(es). Alternatively,
all the work of object creation is performed by an overloaded new operator.

5.1.3.2.1

"Smart constructor" approach

The syntax of creating a new persistent object is the same as it would be for creating a
classical volatile memory object:
Persistent Object *po = new Persistent Object ();

The code in the smart constructor body must ensure the following actions:
1) Assign a PID to the current Persistent Object instance,
2) add the current instance to the persistence store under the obtained PID ,
(call this->save_state())
3) update internal tables.
5.1.3.2.2

"Smart new" approach

The new operator can be overloaded either on "per class" or "per program" basis.
a) Per class overloading
If there is a new operator overloaded per class, then it inherently knows the type of the
class that should be created. In this case, the syntax look the same as for the smartconstructor approach:
PersistentObject *po = new PersistentObject ();

Thus, the user must define a new operator for every class that can have persistent
instances.
b) Per program overloading
Considering the case of having only one new operator overloaded per program (i.e.. the one
that hides the standard library new operator), we come to conclusion, that there is a need
of explicitly supplying the information about the class type of the object being created as
the second argument of the new operator. The C++ language offers no way of retrieving
and processing the type information at runtime. Thus, the example from a) would look as
follows:
PersistentObject *po = new ("PersistentObject") PersistentObject ();

Looking at the code fragment, there is a threat of creating inconsistency in the new
operator arguments by mistake. This could be overcome using a macro call.

5.1.4

Saving and loading object state

For saving and loading object persistent state, there are two principal approaches: First, by
providing specialized object methods for every persistent object which serve to save and
restore the object’s persistent state. For simplicity, we assume this to be done by two
"comprehensive" methods save_state and load_state (5.4.1) designed to save/restore all the
persistent object state at once. Basically, the methods can be made public, and thus a part of
the object IDL interface, or they can be made accessible to the underlaying persistency control
only - e.g. by using the friend construct in C++. While making save_state and load_state
public works nicely also for distributed calls, the later alternative is limited for the server side
only.
Second, saving and loading of an persistent object’s state can be done by placing the object
into a persistent address space. A number of approaches towards the persistent address space
architecture exist; to those known at most belong:
- a fragmented address space (just the designated sections of an application address space
are persistent); in this case such a section often stores an object cluster, e.g.
[AJJ+92,AJL92];
- continuous address space; the entire address space or its single continuous part is subject
to persistency.

5.1.5

When to update the persistent state

The updating of persistent state can be application controlled or system controlled. In the
former case, updating is done by explicit calls of save_state and load_state (5.4.1) from the
application.
When updating is system controlled, it is alternatively done in one of the following three
methods:
- Updating is done at system well-defined moments, e.g. when deleting an object, an
error/exception is raised, the end of the application is reached, etc. Basically, this
approach is used in [ORBIXa,ORBIXb];
- Updating is transaction based; it means that the updating is done at the end of the outmost level transaction. Naturally, this strategy requires the persistency implementation
to cooperate with transaction support. In Orbix, this can be achieved by employing the
filter concept [ORBIXa,ORBIXb];
- True persistent virtual memory is employed; the state of an object stored in such
memory is implicitly persistent and is up-to-date at all times.

5.1.6

What is to be saved

In addition to the issue of when to update the persistent state (5.1.5), the question arises of
what exactly is to be saved. The following alternatives can be identified:
- Just the persistent state of an object is saved (the object’s dependencies are not saved);
- The persistent state of an object is saved together with the persistent state of the object’s
dependencies. The dependencies can be stored up to n-th level; in general, the transitive
closure can be stored.
To implement storing of dependencies the following techniques are used:
- The current status of relations among objects is not evaluated; dependencies are stored
implicitly by defining groups of object; such a group must be closed with respect to
inter-object relations. As examples see clusters in COOL [HMA90,AJJ+92,ALJ92] or
groups in SOM [IBM93a,IBM93b].
- Full persistent state is stored with explicit evaluation of dependencies. This can be either
application controlled (explicit) or system controlled (based on hardware-supported
reference identification). In the later case, the techniques of early or late pointer
swizzling are typically used [SKW92,VD92].

5.2

Implementation architecture

The proposed architecture can be divided into three parts hierarchically related with respect
to their functionality. The Typed Data Part encapsulates the metaservice responsible for
accessing datastores; its only purpose is to provide a common interface for accessing various
datastore classes. The Persistent Object Part uses the underlying Typed Data Part to store the
contents of individual persistent objects. The Persistent Service Part coordinates the work of
the previous two parts to provide the client with a simple-to-use persistent service interface.

5.3
5.3.1

Typed Data Part
Store Access Module

The Store Access Module represents the metaservice used to access data on an external
storage media. Apart from the storage access primitives, the module is also capable of
providing single level transactions necessary for the crash recovery support in the
hierarchically higher parts.
The module consists of four interfaces. The first two interfaces, called PID and PIDFactory,
introduce the notion of a unique persistent identifier, as defined in [OMG94b]. The other two,
called DataStore and DataStoreFactory, provide means of accessing the external store.
module StoreAccess {
typedef unsigned long
ulong;
typedef sequence <octet> tBuffer;
exception
exception
exception
exception
exception

Internal { };
InvalidMediaID { };
StoreIsFull { };
NoTransaction { };
NestedTransaction { };

interface PID : CosPersistencePID::PID {
attribute string media_ID;
attribute ulong location_ID;
void rewrite (void)
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
void rewind (void)
raises (Internal);
void save (in tBuffer data)
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
tBuffer load (in ulong length)
raises (Internal);
void remove ( );
};
interface PIDFactory {
PID get_root_PID ( )
raises (Internal);
PID create_unique_PID ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
};
interface DataStore {
void trans_begin ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull, NestedTransaction);
void trans_commit ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull, NoTransaction);
void trans_abort ( )

raises (Internal, NoTransaction);
PIDFactory get_PIDFactory ( );
void destroy_on_remove ( );
};
interface DataStoreFactory {
DataStore get_DataStore (in string media_ID)
raises (Internal, InvalidMediaID);
};
};

5.3.1.1 The PID interface
The PID interface masks the differences among various storage media classes, thus creating
the unified abstraction of a datastore containing records addressable by PIDs. The primitives
are not aware of the structure of the data being stored - at this level, each record is simply
a stream of bytes of an arbitrary length.
Each PID instance denotes a single location in a store. Apart from the location_ID itself, the
PID contains two strings identifying the store class and instance. Thus, the persistent identifier
is global in scope.
interface CosPersistencePID::PID {
attribute string datastore_type;
string get_PIDString ( );
};
interface PID : CosPersistencePID::PID {
attribute string media_ID;
attribute ulong location_ID;
void rewrite (void)
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
void rewind (void)
raises (Internal);
void save (in tBuffer data)
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
tBuffer load (in ulong length)
raises (Internal);
void remove (void);
};

The rewrite and save methods are used to put the data into a store location denoted by the
location_ID attribute. Rewriting a location erases any previously stored data and prepares it
to be filled with subsequent save calls. The rewind and load methods are used to retrieve the
data in a similar manner.

5.3.1.2 The PIDFactory class
As described in [OMG94b], PID instances are created by an appropriate factory class. Once
created, the PID remains valid until a PID::remove call is issued, as described in [OMG94a].
interface PIDFactory {
PID get_root_PID ( )
raises (Internal);
PID create_unique_PID ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull);
};

As the persistent IDs are being devised by the store itself, an extra care needs to be taken to
provide the client with means of obtaining the store contents. By a convention, the
get_root_PID method returns a single PID denoting a special record to be used for the
purposes of maintaining a directory of stored data. It is up to the client to specify a strategy
for the root record usage.

5.3.1.3 The DataStore class
Each instance of the DataStore class represents a single datastore capable of storing and
retrieving the persistent data.
interface DataStore {
void trans_begin ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull, NestedTransaction);
void trans_commit ( )
raises (Internal, StoreIsFull, NoTransaction);
void trans_abort ( )
raises (Internal, NoTransaction);
PIDFactory get_PIDFactory ( );
void destroy_on_remove ( );
};

As the persistent service is expected to be secure with respect to system failures, a certain
level of fault tolerance is required from the underlying DataStore as well. Thus, a simple one
level transaction mechanism is introduced - any changes made to the store contents after the
trans_begin call are take effect after the trans_commit call successfully returns.
A particular DataStore implementation is always associated with a corresponding
implementation of the PIDFactory and PID classes. The store provides its client with means
to obtain an appropriate PIDFactory by calling the PIDFactory::get_PIDFactory method.

5.3.1.4 The DataStoreFactory class
The only purpose of the DataStoreFactory is to manufacture DataStore instances to be used
by the persistent service.

interface DataStoreFactory {
DataStore open_DataStore (in string media_ID)
raises (Internal, InvalidMediaID);
};

Once created, a DataStore object remains valid until a DataStore::remove call is issued.
Removing the store, however, does not destroy its data, unless the
DataStore::destroy_on_remove method has been called prior to DataStore::remove.

5.3.1.5 Comments
5.3.1.5.1

Exploiting smart stores

The DataStore interface provides the datastore itself with no information about the data to be
stored. This makes the exploitation of possibly existing smart features of the underlying store
(e.g. in case of using a database as a datastore) very difficult, if not impossible. It might also
hinder any attempts to optimize the process of storing the data.
A solution to this problem could be based on user enhancing the PID and possibly other
related interfaces by inheritance.

5.3.1.5.2

Using several stores at once

Complex client applications are likely to use several DataStore instances simultaneously.
Since both the client and the persistent service implementation itself need to be able to locate
the appropriate DataStoreFactories, a need for a common interface arises.
As [OMG94a] indicates, the Trading Object Service is meant to provide the necessary
interface. This service, however, has not been standardized at the time of our persistent
service design. Currently, we are evaluating the option of using the trading service
specification as standardized in [OMG95a].
Another interface standardized by OMG is the generic factory. After being expanded with a
support for registering specific object factories, the generic factory interface might be used
for the purpose of obtaining specific DataStore instances as necessary.

5.3.2

Data Storage Module

Usually, the DataStore interface will be used to store single pieces of typed data, i.e. chars,
integers, strings etc. The purpose of the Data Storage Module is to provide an interface to
store these types easily and effectively.
In the first version of the implementation, a simple set of macros can provide the necessary
functionality, as is indicated bellow:

#define SaveVar(PID,Var,Bfr,IT_env) { Bfr._buffer = (unsigned char *) &Var;
Bfr._length = sizeof(Var); Bfr._maximum = sizeof(Var);
PID->save (Bfr,IT_env) }
#define LoadVar(PID,Var,Bfr,IT_env) { Bfr = PID->load (sizeof(Var),IT_env);
memcpy ((char *) &Var, Bfr._buffer, Bfr._length); }

5.3.2.1 Comments
Perhaps the only drawback of this implementation is an absence of a canonical form of the
stored data. Until now, we have not encountered a serious need for such a form.

5.4
5.4.1

Persistent Object Part
Object Storage Module

This module is responsible for saving and restoring the persistent attributes of an individual
object, together with exporting the type and object reference information.
As the only entity authorized to access the persistent object’s internal state is the object itself,
the services of this module are exported in a form of methods provided by each persistent
object. Using the terms introduced in [OMG94b], this is a part of the proprietary protocol.
module ObjectStorage {
typedef CosNaming::Name TID;
interface POListItem {
attribute PO object;
attribute POListItem next;
};
interface POList {
attribute POListItem first;
attribute POListItem last;
};

interface POProtocol {
TID get_TID ( );
void save_state (StoreAccess::PID pid);
void load_state (StoreAccess::PID pid);
void get_references (out POList references);
void set_references (inout POList references);
};
};

5.4.1.1 The POProtocol class
This is the interface each persistent object needs to be equipped with in order to be able to
cooperate with the persistent service.
interface POProtocol {
TID get_TID ( );
void save_state (StoreAccess::PID pid);
void load_state (StoreAccess::PID pid);
get_references (out POList references);
void set_references (inout POList references);
};

The implementation of the persistent data service needs to be able to identify object classes
at runtime. As the C++ language does not provide the runtime type information to the user,
the POProtocol class exports the get_TID method to do this - the method returns a usersupplied identifier of the object’s type.
The save_state and load_state methods access the object’s persistent state minus the
references to other persistent objects. The get_references, resp. set_references, methods store,
resp. restore, the references to other persistent objects.
The set_references method is expected to remove the processed references from the reference
list passed as the inout parameter. In class hierarchy implied by inheritance, this action is
necessary in order to be able to reuse the predecessor’s get_references and set_references
methods.

5.4.1.2 The POList and POListItem classes
These two classes are used in exporting the list of references to other persistent objects. We
prefer the dynamically linked list of items over the IDL sequence, as the operation of
concatenating and separating several linked lists, which is likely to be used in the
get_references and set_references methods, is less time- and memory-consuming compared
to the same operation performed on sequences.
interface POListItem {
attribute POProtocol object;
attribute POListItem next;
};
interface POList {
attribute POListItem first;
attribute POListItem last;
};

5.4.2

Object Factory Module

When restoring a transitive closure of a persistent object, the persistent data service
implementation needs a way to create (rebuild) object instances to be filled with data from
the datastore. Thus, a generic object factory is required capable of creating an object instance
of the type corresponding to the given type ID.
In practice, the generic factory interface is more suitable for the purpose of obtaining specific
object instances after being extended with a support for registering specific object factories.

5.5

Persistent Service Part

This part incorporates both the Persistent Data Service and the Persistent Object Manager;
both specified in [OMG94b].
According to the OMG specification, the main role of the Persistent Object Manager is to
dispatch a function call to the appropriate Persistent Data Service. Since we have only one
Persistent Data Service instance, the interface of the Persistent Object Manager simply passes
all requests through to the instance.

5.5.1

Reference Management Module

5.5.1.1 Unique object identifiers
As the implementation of the persistent service is expected to work with the C++ objects as
well as with CORBA objects, we can not use the CORBA object IDs to identify the object
instances. We need another kind of an identifier associated with every persistent object to
encode inter-object relations in persistent store.
Fortunately, there is no need to devise another mechanism of object identification. Each
persistent object is already associated with its PID, all we have to do is enhance the PID
semantics to act as an object identifier in addition to store location identifier.

5.5.1.2 List of memory resident objects
In an application, we need to prevent the persistent service from creating several object
instances using the same persistent object image in the datastore. As PID is used as a
persistent object identifier, a list of <PID, object reference> pairs maintained by the reference
management module can be used to check whether an object has been already loaded.

5.5.2

Persistency Management Module

This module is the heart of the persistent service functionality. It exports the following
specialized version of the Persistent Data Service CosPersistencePDS::PDS interface
[OMG94b]:
module PersistencyManagement {
interface PDS {
PDS connect (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void disconnect (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void store (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void restore (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
void delete (in POProtocol object, in PID pid);
};
};

5.5.2.1 Connecting and disconnecting the object
As defined in [OMG94b], the connect, resp. disconnect, method turns on, resp. off, the
automatic updating of the object’s persistent state image in the datastore. In our
implementation environment, the persistent data service has no way of detecting the moments
when the object is modified. Thus we can only update the object image at system and
transaction well-defined moments (5.1.5).

5.5.2.2 Storing the object
The persistent data service architecture dictates a necessity of storing and restoring object’s
transitive closure at once. Thus, the store request is implemented in the following steps:
1. The list of memory resident objects (5.5.1.2) is searched to find out if the object has a
PID associated with it. A new PID is assigned if necessary.
2. The store location associated with the PID is emptied using the DataStore::rewrite call.
3. The POProtocol::get_TID method is called to get the object’s type ID. The type ID is
put into the store location associated with the PID.
4. The object is asked to save its state into the store location associated with the PID by
calling its POProtocol::save_state method.
5. A list of references to object’s dependencies is retrieved by calling its
POProtocol::get_references method.
6. By issuing recursive calls to PDS::store, the transitive closure of the object’s
dependencies is saved.

7. The list of references obtained in step 5 is converted into a list of PIDs using the list
of memory resident objects. The list of PIDs is written into the store location asociated
with the object’s PID.

5.5.2.3 Restoring the object
The restore request is implemented in the following steps:
1. The store location associated with the PID is prepared for reading by calling the
DataStore::rewind method.
2. The object type ID is read from the store location associated with the object’s PID.
3. The list of memory resident objects is searched to check if the object already is in
memory. The generic object factory is called to create a new object if necessary.
4. The object is asked to load its state from the store location associated with the PID by
calling its POProtocol::load_state method.
5. A list of PIDs of object’s dependencies is retrieved from the store location associated
with the object’s PID.
6. By issuing recursive calls to PDS::restore, the transitive closure of the object’s
dependencies is loaded.
7. The list of PIDs obtained in step 5 is converted into a list of references using the list
of memory resident objects. The object’s attributes containing references are set by
calling its POProtocol::set_references method.

5.5.2.4 Deleting the object
When issuing the delete call, the object is removed from the list of memory resident objects
and its PID is destroyed using the PID::remove call. This results in the object being
disassociated with its persistent state, the transient state of the object is not affected by this
call.

6 Conclusion
This report is a study of three of the CORBA object services. Based mainly upon [OMG 92,
OMG94a, OMG94b], the study aims to identify the main issues of the design and
implementation architecture of the persistent, events, and replication object services. The
research was done with an emphasis upon employing the services in a halfbridge and gateway
CORBA implementation which are the main goals of the TOCOOS project.
After decoding all of the subtleties in the event service specification [OMG94a], the event
service seems to be a relatively close and compact problem. As to replication, the service
lacks OMG specification; its design thus needs an additional effort to overcome the
specification gap. Finally, we have found the persistent service design to be a challenge with
respect to so many low-level decisions that need to be identified and taken. All in all, a lot
of work remains to be done in the persistency and, particularly, replication field.
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